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These days, published by the Agency for Emigration of Macedonian, released the new book titled 
"Dvojnik" by Zaklina Mihajlova, Macedonian poet from  
Sydney, Australia.  

The book is divided into three three parts: Illusion, Harmony and My Macedonia, where through 50 
songs Mihajlova outlines the world around her, life experience and love.She will explicitly note "... 
crystal clear motives cause through verses for deep thinking analysis of human existence. 

They are challenge for turnaround in thinking, from everyday to substantial, genetic and historical, for 
the pride of belonging to a nation, the country, the history that relates to respect. "Reviewers of this 
work are Professor. Dr. Hristo Petrovski and MA Marina Mijakovska, cover prepared Kozarovska Eva 
and technical editor Jove Stojanovski - Mactel Promotion of Sydney. "This is my second poetic work 
and I thank the Government of Macedonia that understands the writers who create in Macedonian 
language worldwide. It is comprehensive care to preserve the country's cultural wealth, in the case, 
expressed through literature. Emigration Agency each year publishes titles Macedonians who create 
outside Macedonia. For us, around the world displaced Macedonians, that help is holy and means 
that we are not forgotten, that still belong to the native land, that we are invaluable asset, " poet 
Mihajlova said and added:" I am particularly proud that "Dvojnik" is issued and promoted in 
Macedonia just for the big celebration of our national holiday Ilinden, because I am deeply convinced 
that each of us Macedonians, in their own way can contribute to the celebration of the ideals of Ilinden 
". 

Soon the poetry book "Dvojnik" will be launched in Australia. Makedonija katana mundi На мегдан еј, 
Македонци, за Армакедон излезете! Од вашето – туѓо не правете, со доброто зло победете! Еј, 
вековни паталци очи отворете, срце раширете... Еј, прадедовци аманет испраќаат: чакрите 
очакрете ги, црквите отворете ги, одродите проколнете ги, изродите дотолчете ги! Еj, свето 
вљубени, еј, свето примати, еј, свето писмени, еј, ѕвезди водилки. 



 ZAKLINA MIHAJLOVA AWARDED FOR FOSTERING THE MACEDONIAN LANGUAGE IN 
AUSTRALIA 
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In Sydney, Australia was held traditional annual dinner organized by the Federation of Ethnic Schools 
in New South Wales. The dinner was attended by guests, representatives of 39 languages spoken in 
Australia.  

Guests were the Premier of New South Wales, Mike Beard, S. Romano-President of the National 
Federation of languages, Australian Minister Vikcor Dominello, Consuls of various countries and other 
guests, parents, students, friends ... Attendees welcomed Albert Vella, President of the Federation. 

Grand Prize for excellence in nurturing and preserving the native language in NSW 'was awarded to 
Zaklina Mihajlova, who works tirelessly to promote and maintain the Macedonian language in 
Australia. 

The award handed over NSW Premier, Mike Beard. This is the highest award for community 
languages awarded in NSW. 

Special praise for longtime work in ethnic schools received Jorde Blazhevski. In the evening were 
awarded prizes for the competition for short film in native language, and prizes for the best drawings 
on "Anzac" theme. 

Most numerous among the guest were Macedonians. They simply dominated. The study of the native 
language is useful and holy, terefore all parents should send their children to attend Macedonian 
lessons.  

 

 

 

 



POETRY OF ZAKLINA MIHAJLOVA PUBLISHED IN WORLD ANTOLOGY OF HAIKU POETRY IN 
ROMANIA 
  

07.04.2014, 20:08:12 

These days was published World Anthology of Haiku poetry " 
Sharpening the green pencil " for 2014 in Romania. 

Among the authors of the world, present was the poetry of poet Zaklina Mihajlova, published in 
English, Macedonian and Romanian language. Zaklina Mihajlova writes in Macedonian language, but 
lives and works in Sydney, Australia, where, among other activities, she actively works to promote 
Macedonian culture and language. 

DIASPORA POETRY 2013 FOR POET ZAKLNA MIHAJLOVA -TEACHER 
  

10.11.2013, 21:57:32 

  

Zakilna Mihajlova, "Walking on a wire" , Macedonian Literary Society " Grigor Prlicev " - Sydney 
(Australia ) , 2013. Book "Walking on a wire " by Zaklina Mihajlova is bilingual edition , which contains 
33 poems published in English and Macedonian language divided into three cycles : " Life " , "To 
Macedonia " and " Australia - eternal defiance . ". This year , poetic sky in Macedonia marked this 
poetry , the debut by author of Sydney ,who otherwise is remarkable activist , who voluntary works in 
the Macedonian community in Australia since the first day she entered in it . This year Zaklina 
Mihajlova was awarded with " Diaspora Poetry " , given by the House of Immigrants of Macedonia for 
the best published book of our expatriates abroad , especially for her first solo collection " Walking on 
a wire ". Jury : Hristo Petreski, Ivan Chapovski , Eftim Kletnikov, Vera Stojcevska - Antic and Elena 
Orovcanec - Spiroska , for the awarded book "Walking on wire" by Zaklina Mihajlova stated that " it 
stands out from the rest with its poetic production and completeness , ie - thematic motifs and style 
actions ". Poems in the collection are written simply, for soul . The ease with which Mikhailova works, 



actually pulls the life on surface, daily life philosophy and desire, and it helps the reader to identify 
himself with the songs , so they lie on heart , like a wound balm . Songs dedicated to loved ones, the 
friends, songs that motivate and inspire . Particularly strong and fierce , at times , are songs for 
Macedonia and Macedonians , which reflect the pure love of the author to her native soil . With songs 
dedicated to the beauty of Australia , Mihajlova , actually confirms that she is a talented author with a 
sense of painting and perception of beauty in nature, in so subtle poetic language that causes desire 
to reread again and return to the verses of the poet . This Book is actually a guide for raising feelings, 
as a daily dose of positive thinking, as a guide to love the motherland , as a reminder of the meaning 
of our existence . We warmly recommend you , and it can be purchased through the Macedonian 
Literary Society " Prlicev " - Sydney or Macedonian Telephone Directory - Mactel, where Zaklina 
Mihajlova - is one of the editors . We poets, especially from Australia and elsewhere in the Diaspora, 
to the author of this work, wish in the near future to surprise us with something new in her style 
.Written by: Pero Damcevski- Kocin 
 
IN SYDNEY MEETING WITH POET ZAKLINA MIHAJLOVA 
  

03.11.2013, 18:28:39 

  

At Literary Society " Grigor Prlicev " was held a meeting with poet Zaklina Mihajlova , who recently 
returned from Macedonia , where she was awarded with ‘’Diaspora Poetry ‘’, which is traditionally 
awarded by House of immigrants, for her collection" Walking on a wire ".. Mihajlova evoked memories 
of the beautiful time spent in Macedonia, which is an inspiration to all activities in the literary field at 
the moment. Obviously , currently in creative peak , she noted that there are several new books of 
different literary genres already finished for printing and a few that are in the process of typing . There 
are many ideas for new literary works that need to be implemented and likely released next year 
.Otherwise the stay in Macedonia , Mihajlova used to promote her poetry in Bitola and Stip , as well 
as for meetings with poets and writers .She brought a gift to the Library " Prlicev " who generously 
donated several famous Macedonian authors . To the library, his works gave the writer Rade Siljan of 
publishing house " Matica" writer Hristo Petreski of publishing house " Feniks" and as a gift was sent 
and magazine "Sovremenost " whose chief editor is Slavco Kovilovski . Also as a gift were donated 
collections for Alexander the Great by Dr. Zan Mitrev in Macedonian and English, Guide for Bitola by 
Anica Georgievska, and other collections and books." The gift was generous and humane gesture by 
the Directors and publishers ," MIhajlova said and added that " although today the world is a global 
village , it seems everything is within reach of a computer button, however on the internet there are 
very little electronic books in Macedonian so this is a rare opportunity and readers to learn about the 
richness of Macedonian modern literature . Undoubtedly it is equally important its promotion beyond 
the borders of Macedonia . "We hope that this positive move will cause incentive to develop a new 
strategy to supplement the the fund with books, which currently possess educational and literary 
associations in Sydney , which by the way , work only on a voluntary basis . 

 
  
  
  

  


